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Establishing the Commission 

FBI domination. FBI forecloses everybody from the investigation. 
Hal has some of this in WW II. 

wc attendance: See Hal’s "Ex Sess" where he notes on p. 123 that 
most WC sessions were not fully attended. Epstein Inquest may have 
exact figures. 

LBJ: nature of appointments; none were disciples of JFK. 

a 
FBI leaking: The WC firs, learned of the FBI Report(CD 1) through 
leaks in the press. WC members concern first breached at the Dec. 
5th Ex Sess, the first secret session two weeks after the 
assassination. Katz’s telling WC that leaks had to be from the FBI. 
FBI will blame everybody else. Someone was lying. But fact was it 
could only have been FBI doing te leaking because report was not 
released before leaks appeared in press. 

So WC had to know it was FBI and FBI lied but they raised no 
fuss. Still the WC would accept CD 1 as the solution to the crime. 

Dec. 16th Ex Sess. Collogquy on leaking is prize, especially 
when Warren notes that there is nothing in the FBI report that has 
not been leaked. (Do I have complete 12/16 transcript?) 

See Hal’s extended comments on the ersatz EX Sess of June 4 
where Ford took the floor immediately and read a prepared statement 
divesting himself from any of the leaking and making a July 4th 
statement about the leaking. He would be joined by the Chief 
Justice, Dulles, and McCloy. 

Note here that this alleged disgruntlement about leaking of 
Commission deliberations and the FBi report never really stopped. 
All the stuff later about the Ruby lie-dectector tanscripts and 
Dorothy Gillgallin, etc. and the Oswald diaries. 

Beginning on p. 144 Hal makes point that unwanted leaking 
within govt. can be stopped if govt. wats it to stop. 

Certainly want to add here the leaking of the JFK death 
certificate. This was a key incident in the way it was handled. 

Hal is implying that the leaks went forward and were not 
stopped because it served the interests of the Commissioners. 

Hal on p. 146 treats Ford’s grandstanding when he called on 
the FBI to investigate him as a possible source of the leaking. 
Hoover cleared Ford of any responsibility over the diaries. 

Of course Hoover did not investigate his own agency. 

See pp. 148ff on possible need for independent invesigators. Raised 
by Rankin and then dropped. This was the 12/16 sesssion. 

McCloy on 12/5 taking about conflicted interests and possible 
culpibility by using FBi, SS, (and perhaps CIA by inference) as 
sources when they may have been involved in the assassination.
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See Rankin’s remarks about the inadequacy of the FBI "definitive" 
report("definitive" was Katz’s characterization). 

Also Warren calls it "skeletal" ... 
McCloy, too, had grave reservations about the FBI Report. 

But opts for staying with fed. agencies (FBI) to save money. 
Hal points out that nevertheless the Commission staff grew like 
topsy. See pp. 149-150 for the numbers. Check appendix for the 
numbers of staffers. Total number was at least 84, but there are 
some names in Appendix without designations. So could have been 
larger. 

McCloy was troubled by the "holes" in FBI report as were 
others. McCloy was "muddied" in his mind about the inconsistencies 
of the autopsy report and the CD 1 report on the shooting. He even 
called for hiring a psyciatrist to try and clear up the forensic 
aspects of the shooting. One thing the WC never talked about was 
employing a forensic pathologist to examine the medical evidence. 

See 12/5 sessiion where McCloy asks the right question: why 
the onconsistencies between the FBI Report on the shooting and the 
Bethesda Drs. autopsy. 

The WC never asked the right questions when it had the 
prosectors before it. It never questioned the FBI agents who were 
present at the autopsy. See Siebert/O’Neill reports on the autopsy 
and the head wound. 

Other wuestions not asked: See McCloy’s comments in 1/21 session 
about SS liaison with FBI and why FBI did not notify SS about 
Oswald so SS could place his name in the "trip list." (This is all 
involved with Hosty note that WC did not know about.) Evidently 
they were satisfied with Hoover’s explanations on this. 

P. 153 Hal raises interesting point about the number of EX Sess. 
Didn’t they meet at all in July and August anda early 
Septemberbefore the Septenber 18th session forced by Russell? If 
not, then (looking back on June 4th Ex Sess where ord claims they 
had not come to definitive conclusions yet) that the final report 
was written by the staff without Comissioners input. 

p- 154 LHO as an agent of FBI (or CIA). There is nothing in the 
final report about this "crisis" that the Comissioners went 
through. 

The Final Report concludes he was not but that was based on an 
non-invstigation, or by asking the agencies to investigate 
themselves on this matter. 

We 

Note: Must check the FR on how they handled Hosty and what they say 
about his lisence no. in Oswald’s notebook. Hal notes that Hosty 
burned his notes on interviews w/ Marina a month after the 
assassination. What is his source for this? 
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p- 57 Hal notes that April 30 EX Sess McCloy remarks that WC should 
have asked for more than just affidavits from Hoover and McCone of 
LHO as an agent. (Pick up on this in Hal’s "Hosty’s Pudding.) 
p. 158 interesting statement by Dulles(pesumably on April 30th) 
about McCone and CIA records on Oswald. 

p- 162 Assuming it is still the Dec. 20 EX SESS Dulles remarks 
that FBI docs. about Oswald in Russia would be "key." Use this in 
relation to Nosenko and Commission’s refusal to have him as a 
witness. 

p- 164 Hal notes that SS did have threats made against JFK from 
right-wing sources in Dallas 

p. 165 (Could be April 30) Where Russell makes a comment about the 
CIA "doctoring anything they hand to us." Yet, the Commissioners 
allowed the CIA to scare off Nosenko from the commission. 

Comment here about how long it took the Wc to send Commissioners to 
Dallas to view the scene of the crime. 

pp. 167 & 168 Mention made of Isaac Don Levine’s access to Marina. 
Levine was a friend of Dulles; he was also a well-known outspoken 
writer and critic of the Soviet Union. How did he have access to 

Marina when she was under SS surveillance? 

p.169 intersting stuff on Marina. She was the chief WC witness if 
the time they questioned her is any indication. 

p. 173 WC & Thomas Buchanan. Sen. Cooper’s interest in Buchanan in 
April 30th session. Point here: Dulles laborers in the Buchanan 
case to insist that all criticism of the wc or claims that there 
was a concpiracy originated with the Communists. Cooper was 
referring to reporters who claimed to have info. contrary to what 
their hearings were revealing. Cooper wanted to question these 
reporters. 

Dulles chims in with "Buchanan is the major man, there, I think." 
This was not true. Few copies of B’s book found its way to the USA. 

Dulles wants the FBI report on Buchanan. Rankin chims in and 
says they have it. 

WC was not , however, interested in reports from Richard 
Dudman or Jack Minns and Murray Kempton "Seeds of Doubt" appearing 
in The New Republic. Although the NR article was discussed by the 
Commissioners. (None of the above could be labelled Communists. ) 

Hal also mentions a story by Tom Wicker’s story about seeing nA 
a bucket of bloody water by the president’s limo, inferring that it mh 
had been washed out soon after the assassination thus destroying /\o 
evidence. Implications of this although Wicker did not speculate in. ‘Wt 
his story. P iW 

Dulles’ rigermarole in getting a copy of B’s book he would go ¢ ty 1 
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through his professional contacts in London, etc. to get a copy sent, etc. etc. All of this elaborate logistics to aquire a book that could be purchased through the mails. But the point here is that Dulles, after laying most of the criticism of the official story on B, acknowledges that the book had little market in the us. Hal sees this as a micrcosm of how the WC went about the investiogation into the JFK assassination. 
Make point that we (Cooper’s request) did not go ahead and call in Murray Kempton, Dudman, or Wicker. 
Hal uses this as example of how the intelligence services Manipulated the WC. In this case Dulles and Rankin, former Solicitor General (and Hoover’s choice for Chief Counsel.) Or how the Commissioners allowed themselves to be manipulated. 

Hal has a section on the printing of the Report and the testimony beginning on p. 179 w/ the April 30th(?) we transcript. This w/ more supporting docs. from Rankin papers would be useful for manuscript. 

P. 188 Hal looks at the final product--that is the Final Report of 900 plus pages. Notes that about 50% of the report is really a biography of Oswald. Dulles had his way w/ placing Oswald’s stay in Russia in the main Report. The shortest chpater by far is "The Assassnation," only a dozen pages, and some of these cover material that some might say was irrelevant like the reaction of the Secret Service. The minutest part of the Report deals w/ the actual assassination of JFK. 
Hal makes point that Report bears the designed put forward by Dulles. But a bigger point is that it followed closely CD 1. Or can this case be made. 

Right now it seems to me that this material could best be incorporated in an Apvendix to the manuscript. 

Rankin’s cat-out-of-the-bag statement (April 30th ?) that a Significant bio. on Oswald was needed to "show why it is reasonable to assume that he did what the ommission concludes that he did." This when the Commission had interviewed relatively few witnesses, and taken but fraction of the testimony. 
This was not what Ford pontificated about in the June 4 meeting. When he waxed indignat that the WC had not come to any determined conclusions. Of course they had from the very start. 

Add here McCloy’s similar admission on April 30 that "in view of the general agreement that we think our report represents. .. -" is a telling confirmation of Rankin’s own admission of the predetermined conclusions before most of the testimony was taken and witnesses interviewed. 
Continuing w/ the April 30th EX Sess Warren raises the point about calling in the heads of the Ap and Up in order to give
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Then it shifts to Robert Kennedy. See Hal’s page 198. What 
could the president’s brother know? They were not interestedin what 
he knew they simply wanted to trade on his name to give additional 
cachet to the report. 

Dulles opposes calling in Sargent Shriver for the good reason 
that he would not know anything about a concpiracy and because to 
add his name would be to give the game away. Obscene padding. 

Another case of trading on the Kennedy name to hide the truth 
about the assasination. (See this in context of prosectors using 
the Kennedy name to hide their own quilty ommissions. ) 

Bulk of the remaining pages deal with the September 18th EX 
SESS and the contested Russell dissent. 

legitimacy to the Report.
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FBI domination. FBI forecloses everybody from the investigation. 
Hal has some of this in WW II. 

WC attendance: See Hal’s “Ex Sess" where he notes on p. 123 that 
most WC sessions were not fully attended. Epstein Inquest may have 
exact figures. 

LBJ: nature of appointments; none were disciples of JFK. 

FBI leaking: The Wc firs learned of the FBI Report(CD 1) through 
leaks in the press. WC members concern first breached at the Dec. 
5th Ex Sess, the first secret session two weeks after the 

assassination. Katz’s telling WC that leaks had to be from the FBI. 
FBI will blame everybody else. Someone was lying. But fact was it 
could only have been FBI doing te leaking because report was not 
released before leaks appeared in press. 

So WC had to know it was FBI and FBI lied but they raised no 
fuss. Still the WC would accept CD 1 as the solution to the crime. 

Dec. 16th Ex Sess. Collogquy on leaking is prize, especially 
when Warren notes that there is nothing in the FBI report that has 
not been leaked. (Do I have complete 12/16 transcript?) 

° vw (LIK 
See Hal’s extended comments on the ersatz EX Sess of June 4 

where Ford took the floor immediately and read a prepared statement 
divesting himself from any of the leaking and making a July 4th 
statement about the leaking. He would be joined by the Chief 
Justice, Dulles, and McCloy. 

Note here that this alleged disgruntlement about leaking of 
Commission deliberations and the FBi report never really stopped. 
All the stuff later about the Ruby lie-dectector tanscripts and 
Dorothy Gillgallin, etc. and the Oswald diaries. 

Beginning on p. 144 Hal makes point that unwanted leaking 
within govt. can be stopped if govt. wats it to stop. 

Certainly want to add here the leaking of the JFK death 
certificate. This was a key incident in the way it was handled. 

Hal is implying that the leaks went forward and were not 
stopped because it served the interests of the Commissioners. 

Hal on p. 146 treats Ford’s grandstanding when he called on 
the FBI to investigate him as a possible source of the leaking. 
Hoover cleared Ford of any responsibility over the diaries. 

Of course Hoover did not investigate his own agency. 

See pp. 148ff on possible need for independent invesigators. Raised 
by Rankin and then dropped. This was the 12/16 sesssion. 

McCloy on 12/5 taking about conflicted interests and possible 
culpibility by using FBi, SS, (and perhaps CIA by inference) as 
sources when they may have been involved in the assassination.
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See Rankin’s remarks about the inadequacy of the FBI "definitive" 
report("definitive" was Katz’s characterization). 

Also Warren calls it "skeletal" .. 
McCloy, too, had grave reservations about the FBI Report. 

But opts for staying with fed. agencies (FBI) to save money. 
Hail points out that nevertheless the Commission staff grew like 
topsy. See pp. 149-150 for the numbers. Check appendix for the 
numbers of staffers. Total number was at least 84, but there are 

some names in Appendix without designations. So could have been 
larger. 

McCloy was troubled by the "holes" in FBI report as were 
others. McCloy was "muddied" in his mind about the inconsistencies 
of the autopsy report and the CD 1 report on the shooting. He even 
called for hiring a psyciatrist to try and clear up the forensic 
aspects of the shooting. One thing the WC never talked about was 
employing a forensic pathologist to examine the medical evidence. 

See 12/5 sessiion where McCloy asks the right question: why 
the onconsistencies between the FBI Report on the shooting and the 
Bethesda Drs. autopsy. 
~ The WC never asked the right questions when it had the 
prosectors before it. It never questioned the FBI agents who were 
present at the autopsy. See Siebert/O’Neill reports on the autopsy 

‘and the head wound. 

Other wuestions not asked: See McCloy’s comments in 1/21 session 
about SS liaison with FBI and why FBI did not notify SS about 
Oswald so SS could place his name in the "trip list." (This is all 
involved with Hosty note that WC did not know about.) Evidently 
they were satisfied with Hoover’s explanations on this. 

P. 153 Hal raises interesting point about the number of EX Sess. 
Didn’t they meet at all in July and August and early 
Septemberbefore the Septenber 18th session forced, by Russell? If 
not, then (looking back on June 4th Ex Sess where\ord claims they 
had not come to definitive conclusions yet) that the final report 
was written by the staff without Comissioners input. 

p- 154 LHO as an agent of FBI (or CIA). There is nothing in the 
final report about this "crisis" that the Comissioners went 
through. 

The Final Report concludes he was not but that was based on an 
non-invstigation, or by asking the agencies to investigate 
themselves on this matter. 

Note: Must check the FR on how they handled Hosty and what they say 
about his lisence no. in Oswald’s notebook. Hal notes that Hosty 
burned his notes on interviews w/ Marina a month after the 
assassination. What is his source for this? 
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p- 57 Hal notes that April 30 EX Sess McCloy remarks that WC should ; 
have asked for more than just affidavits from Hoover and McCone of! | 
LHO as an agent. (Pick up on this in Hal’s "Hosty’s Pudding.) [ 
p. 158 interesting statement by Dulles(pesumably on April 30th) | 
about McCone and CIA records on Oswald. | 

p. 162 Assuming it is still the Dec. 20 EX SESS Dulles remarks 
that FBI docs. about Oswald in Russia would be "key." Use this in 
relation to Nosenko and Commission’s refusal to have him as a 
witness. 

p. 164 Hal notes that SS did have threats made against JFK from 

right-wing sources in Dallas 

p.- 165 (Could be April 30) Where Russell makes a comment about the 
CIA "doctoring anything they hand to us." Vet, the Commissioners 
allowed the CIA to scare off Nosenko from the commission. 

Comment here about how long it took the WC to send Commissioners to 
Dallas to view the scene of the crime. 

pp. 167 & 168 Mention made of Isaac Don Levine’s access to Marina. 
Levine was a friend of Dulles; he was also a well-known outspoken / 
writer and critic of the Soviet Union. How did he have access to/ 
Marina when she was under SS surveillance? 
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p.169 intersting stuff on Marina. She was the chief WC witness if 
the time they questioned her is any indication. 

p. 173 wc & Thomas Buchanan. Sen. Cooper’s interest in Buchanan in 
April 30th session. Point here: Dulles laborers in the Buchanan 
case to insist that all criticism of the WC or claims that there 
waS a concpiracy originated with the Communists. Cooper was 
referring to reporters who claimed to have info. contrary to what 
their hearings were revealing. Cooper wanted to question these 
reporters. 

Dulles chims in with "Buchanan is the major man, there, I think." 
This was not true. Few copies of B’s book found its way to the USA. 

Dulles wants the FBI report on Buchanan. Rankin chims in and 
says they have it. 

WC was not , however, interested in reports from Richard 
Dudman or Jack Minns and Murray Kempton "Seeds of Doubt" appearing 

in The New Republic. Although the NR article was discussed by the 
Commissioners. (None of the above could be labelled Communists. ) 

Hal also mentions a story by Tom Wicker’s story about seeing 
a bucket of bloody water by the president’s limo, inferring that it 
had been washed out soon after the assassination thus destroying 
evidence. Implications of this although Wicker did not speculate in 
his story. 

Dulles’ rigermarole in getting a copy of B’s book he would go 
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through his professional contacts in London, etc. to get a copy 
sent, etc. etc. All of this elaborate logistics to aquire a book 
that could be purchased through the mails. But the point here is 
that Dulles, after laying most of the criticism of the official 
story on B, acknowledges that the book had little market in the US. 

Hal sees this as a micrcosm of how the WC went about the 
investiogation into the JFK assassination. 

Make point that WC (Cooper’s request) did not go ahead and 
call in Murray Kempton, Dudman, or Wicker. 

Hal uses this as example of how the intelligence services 
manipulated the WC. In this case Dulles and Rankin, former 
Solicitor General (and Hoover’s choice for Chief Counsel.) Or how 
the Commissioners allowed themselves to be manipulated. 

Hal has a section on the printing of the Report and the testimony 
beginning on p. 179 w/ the April 30th(?) WC transcript. This w/ | \ 
more supporting docs. from Rankin papers would be useful for 
manuscript. 

P. 188 Hal looks at the final product--that is the Final Report of 
900 plus pages. Notes that about 50% of the report is really a 
biography of Oswald. Dulles had his way w/ placing Oswald’s stay in 
Russia in the main Report. The shortest chpater by far is "The 
Assassnation,™" only a dozen pages, and some of these cover material 
that some might say was irrelevant like the reaction of the Secret 
Service. The minutest part of the Report deals w/ the actual 
assassination of JFK. 

Hal makes point that Report bears the designed put forward by 
Dulles. But a bigger point is that it followed closely CD 1. Or can 
this case be made. 

Right now it seems to me that this material could best be 

incorporated in an Appendix to the manuscript. 

Rankin’s cat-out-of-the-bag statement (April 30th ?) that a 
Significant bio. on Oswald was needed to "show why it is reasonable 

to assume that he did what theCommission concludes that he did. my 
This when the Commission had interviewed relatively few witnesses, | 
and taken but fraction of the testimony. | 

This was not what Ford pontificated about in the June 4 , 
meeting. When he waxed indignat that the WC had not come to any 

determined conclusions. Of course they had from the very start. 

Add here McCloy’s similar admission on April 30 that "in view|\! 
of the general agreement that we think our report represents. . . || 

-" is a telling confirmation of Rankin’s own admission of the |. 
predetermined conclusions before most of the testimony was taken 
and witnesses interviewed. 

Continuing w/ the April 30th EX Sess Warren raises the point, 
about calling in the heads of the Ap and Up in order to give
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Then it shifts to Robert Kennedy. See Hal’s page 198. What 
could the president’s brother know? They were not interestedin what 
he knew they simply wanted to trade on his name to give additional 
cachet to the report. 

Dulles opposes calling in Sargent Shriver for the good reason 
that he would not know anything about a concpiracy and because to 
add his name would be to give the game away. Obscene padding. 

Another case of trading on the Kennedy name to hide the truth 
about the assasination. (See this in context of prosectors using 
the Kennedy name to hide their own quilty ommissions. ) 

Bulk of the remaining pages deal with the September 18th EX 
SESS and the contested Russell dissent. 

Margaret Shannon piece in the Atlanta Journal & Constitution 
for November 20, 1966. Hal draws on this. 

Hal discusses the phonied up transcript for the September 18th 
EX SESS. 


